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Exposure Made Easy is an Instructional Photography Book.This book will teach you "To See the
Light" and explain about all of "The Nuts and Bolts of Photography". Understanding Digital
Exposure Is The Key. Certified Professional Photographer Curley Marshall will break down each
subject in every chapter with easy to understand examples and illustrations. After reading this
book you will understand the real relationship between the aperture, shutter speeds and
equivalent exposures. The jobs of the ISO, the jobs of the Aperture, the jobs of the Shutter.
Freezes action, shows motion and how to blurs the background. Once you understand their
relationship. You'll be ready to expose like a "PRO

“Curley Marshall is a dedicated photography professional [who] is always willing to share his
knowledge with new photographers. His skills show in his work.” ―Armando Chacon,
M.Photog.Cr., CPP “Curley Marshall can help you to learn to capture the scene in your thoughts.
His knowledge of photography will cut your learning time down and allow you to move forward
quickly.” ―Bill Freeman, M.Photog.Cr., CPP, ASPFrom the Author"The Camera Is Just a
"Tool"Photographers are artists first. That's why all we want to do is take photos. But there's
more to photography than just taking a good picture. A dedicated photographer forces him/
herself to learn things they really did not plan to learn. Photography is more than just grabbing a
camera and snapping photos.The camera is just a tool. It's not the camera that makes your
photos better, its "you". You "will" have to force yourself to learn all sorts of things, you may not
want to learn. The most important four things you will have to learn if you want to take your
photography to another level are ISO, f-Stops, shutter speeds, flash. Understanding all four ways
to get a great exposure are very important tools for a professional photographer.You can be a
great photographer and take beautiful Images. But without understanding marketing and sales,
you will just be a starving artist.Learning exposures will help you understand "That Light
Capturing Machine" which is your camera. You must understand how your camera reacts to light
using ISO's, f/stops, shutter speeds and flash.About the AuthorCurley Marshall is an award-
winning photographer in the Houston area specializing in weddings, seniors, executives,
fashion, and family portraits. He is a photography/Photoshop instructor at San Jacinto College in
Houston, TX. He is a member of the Professional Photographers' Guild of Houston, the
American Society of Photographers, and Professional Photographers of Texas. He has earned
his Certified Professional Photographer (CPP) degree and his Craftsman Cr.Photog degree from
Professional Photographers of America (PPA).Read more
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